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Nepal the land lock country is gifted with almost everything that a nature can offer. Gifted with the
astounding charm and wonderments, Nepal is one such country where tourist can enjoy holidays
with unlimited happiness and joy.

Nepal has some for everyone and it provides all the facilities to enjoy real and interesting vacation
with ultimate experiences. The country has excellent hotels and resorts that provides tourist to
choose the accommodation facilities as per their choice and budget. One can choose the rising high
luxury hotels to the luxury villas and from resorts to the affordable hotels, accommodation facilities
in Nepal is outstanding and outclass. It is the land where the almighty have blessed immensely that
lures thousands of hundreds of tourists from across the globe.

Nepal is home to 8 out of the 10 highest mountains in the world. It is the ideal destination to enjoy
adventure holidays and tours as the gorgeous landscaped, wooded forests and more importantly
the rocky hills and the alluring trekking trails offer wonderful opportunity to enjoy remarkable
vacation with outstanding experiences of lifetime. Nepal Trekking is very popular and most of the
tourists who visit to this exciting tourism destination to enjoy remarkable and adventurous trekking in
Nepal.

Apart from Trekking there are various attractions and sightseeing spots which are worth to visit. On
tour visitors can explore the some of the exciting Nepal tourist places that are highlighted as under:

Kathmandu

Kathmandu is home to many world heritage site and attractions. It is the must visit destination on
Nepal tour as it is not only known for its heritage and cultural beauty but at the same time it is the
capital city of country. Kathmandu has so many exciting tourism attractions and sightseeing spots
that include Pashupati Nath Temple (UNESCO World Heritage Site), Hanuman Dhoka, Durbar
Square, Monkey Temple, Bouddhanath, Pashupatinath, Changunarayan Temple, etc. These are
some of the exciting tourism attractions that lure great number of visitors and holiday makers from
across the globe.

Patan

Patan is located just few kilometres from the Kathmandu the capital city of Nepal. It is home to
excellent piece of arts, temples, monasteries and fine wood carvings. Lalitpur is also an important
tourist spot in the city which is also well known for its astounding tourism attractions and sightseeing
spots. Some of the exciting tourism attractions that are worth to visit during Patan tours are Patan
Durbar Square, Patan Museum, Mahaouddha, Hiranya Varna Mahavihar, Jagat Narayan Temple,
Rudra Varna Mahavihar, Godavari, etc are some of the exciting attractinos that are worth to visit
during Patan.

Nepal Tourism is not only offer tourist to these few tourist palces. But the country has so many
wonderful sightseeing spots and attractions that are worth to visit and explore with luxury and
delights. Some of the magnificent sightseeing spots that are also worth to visit include is Dhulikhel,
Annapurna Range, Mount Everest, Pokhra, Lumbini, etc. So plan your trip to this hidden paradise
and explore the unexpected with luxury, comfort and joy.
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